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Abstract—In modern data-driven analysis it becomes quite typical to process not only the datasets you own, but to collaborate with other organizations to receive data and analysis results from them as well. It is performed to achieve much more accurate analysis results, make better predictions, and be able to provide better decision-support mechanisms. However, to analyze data in a cross-organizational environment is not the same as to analyze your own data: there are many limitations and conditions from the collaborators to allow access to their data and/or analysis models. This paper presents a methodology called CO-ARCH dealing with the process of choosing the suitable data-driven architectures for collaboration on data analysis between different organizations having their own conditions and limitations.

Index Terms—Big data, collaborative AI, data science, multi-organizational data analysis, methodology.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data is becoming very important in our society, e.g. using sensors for measuring the environment such as bridges, arable land, traffic. Also individual items such as cars, machines, animals, etc. are getting observed and measured more frequently. The power of data really becomes unleashed when it is not only just visualized, but when it is fed to analytics algorithms/models which bring additional insights, based on the data, for many different applications.

There are many technologies nowadays which provide the means for the analytics on huge amounts of historical data as well as streaming data. Therefore, the expertise of Data Science within one organization becomes more and more common. However, in many cases the decisions require additional information from different data sources, not owned by that organization. When multiple organizations are collaborating in the development of a new data driven analysis, things can become difficult. The hurdles can be for instance: Are all organizations willing to provide open access to their data or are there specific restrictions? Can each dataset be transported towards the analysis or are some datasets just too big, and/or the communication possibilities too limited? Is the code of analysis models open to check what it does with data?

In this paper we provide an overview of possible collaboration IT architectures for the development and operations of data-driven analytical models, when the analytical party is not necessarily the same as the data party(ies). To come to the specific choices of possible IT architectures, a methodology is presented that helps to investigate any specific case of collaboration. The steps of the methodology described in this paper should result in a list of suitable technical IT-architectures for any specific case of collaboration between different organizations with the goal to analyze data.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The current method for large-scale data processing requires that all data is transferred to one central location and processed there. It concerns all MapReduce platforms (i.e., Apache Spark [1], Hadoop [2], etc.) for data-driven analysis, and all cloud-based infrastructures (i.e., Cloudera [3], TensorFlow [4], etc.). Such a data analysis platform can have a large-scale (distributed) nature where a lot of data can be processed in parallel, but it always starts from the assumption of availability of all data sources in one centralized location on the premises of that data-driven platform at the start of combined analysis. And then Big Data processing is typically done on large clusters of shared-nothing commodity machines [5]. That means that there is an assumption to always have a single point of meeting for data and analysis, and that one organization controls both data and analysis.

However, sometimes it is not possible because some data owners cannot copy their data to another place because of privacy regulations, commercial secrets, or just because they want to be in control of their data. There are some scientists, as Jesus Rodriguez, who are looking at Decentralized AI nowadays, since they are sure that “Decentralization is very likely to become one of the pillars that influences the next decade of artificial intelligence (AI). Continuing relying on centralized models is likely to increase the gap between large companies and countries with the resources to develop AI solutions and the rest of the market” [6]. There are some initiatives and projects which tackle these issues from the perspective of multi-organizational data analysis.

The health sector has many such challenges because of the issues with privacy data from patients. Therefore, it is the most advanced sector regarding multi-hospital data analysis.

There is a European initiative Personal Health Train (PHT) [7] where the aim is to create a solution for different stakeholders within the health sector. Right now there is work in progress to elaborate some standards on description of health data, and the architecture which can allow the analysis to be run at the premises of hospitals where the required data resides.
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For example, in the H2020 project RECAP-preterm [8] dedicated to the research on preterm-born children the main central problem is: how to analyze data from different hospitals which are in different EU-countries. They use DataShield platform [9] to be able to run the analysis from one hospital at another hospital. The idea of this platform is to support researchers from one hospital to run the same analysis with the same parameters at other hospitals. It is a good solution when all participating parties have a common agreement to share data to all participants the same kind of data with the same parameters, which is the case in hospitals. However, it works only if the data is shared to every partner, and it still lacks the solution when different organizations have the distinctive parameters on the same subject, and their data could have gaps for specific time periods. So, it still has some lacunas to address.

H2020 project Musketeer [10] addresses the challenges of privacy preservation in machine learning algorithms. One of their goals is to provide a standardized architecture for machine learning algorithms on basis of secure multi-party computations to be able to preserve privacy data. It is cross-domain project which tackles the use-cases not only from health sector, but also from industry.

One more very extensive European initiative is IDS (International Data Spaces) [11] where the solution is being built for industry companies to run their services on-demand. There the central role is given to the certification party which is responsible for accepting specific services from companies and certifying them to run specific operations on data from other companies.

From this point on, it is evident that the new forms of cross-organizational data analysis are coming, every with their own architecture and features. However, there is no solid foundation to be able to classify them and choose the suitable technical solutions for every specific use-case. We address this issue in this paper.

III. DATA ACROSS ORGANIZATIONS

To be able to analyze big amounts of data it is important to get a clear insight in the required datasets. To obtain such insight, it is useful to look at the data along three different axes, see Fig. 1.

The axis are:
- The object-axis: The physical object which has been measured, therefore, what the measurements are about: a dike, a cow, a human, etc.
- The parameter-axis: That what exactly has been measured on / about an object: temperature, color, weight, etc.
- The time-axis: The moment on which the parameter value on / about an object has been measured: timestamp.

There are different variants on distribution of data on the same physical objects:
- All data at one organization. The simplest situation is that all data is located at one organization. There is no distribution of the relevant data across other organizations.
- All for themselves. Typically organizations collect only data on their own objects and not upon the objects of other organizations. Therefore, there are no correlations on the same objects between different organizations. E.g. hospitals with their own patients.
- Passing responsibility. Sometimes the responsibility of collection of data is being passed from one organization to another. For instance, when the governmental obligation to collect certain data is being passed, or when a merger of two companies happens.
- Distribution along time. Another cause of complexity is when the data becomes also divided along the time axis. For example: in the past all data was collected by one organization (e.g. the government). At a certain point in time this is being passed to three individual organizations (commercial companies). Company 2 and 3 happen to measure partially the same parameters and therefore are now competitors.
- Distribution along parameters. A challenging cause of complexity is when the data about the same object becomes divided along the parameter axis. For example: the sensor data about a cow is collected and thereby divided over several organizations. Data about the milk (yield, fat%, etc.) is collected by the milk machine manufacturer, data about the weight of the cow by the cow-scale manufacturer, etc.

The big question is whether the way the data is distributed among the organizations is actually usable for the analysis. A problem arises when the analysis requires certain combinations / groups of data, while the different elements from the same group are stored at different locations.

IV. COLLABORATION ARCHETYPES FOR DATA ANALYSIS

In principle there are three different ways in bringing the data and the analysis together in order to be processed. In order to be able to present standardized methodology at first we provide our classification of the collaborations which is based on where the analysis is being performed. We distinguish three principle ways by choosing to perform an analysis at:
- The analytical party.
- Consequences:
  - The data must be transported to the analysis party.
• the data party(ies).
• Consequences:
  – The analysis must be transported to the data parties.
  – The results must be combined into a single end result and made available to the analysis party.
• A trusted data analysis party.
• Consequences:
  – Both the data and the analysis must be transported to the trusted data analysis party.
  – The outcome must be transported back to the analytical party.
Based on these three principle ways to analyze data at the premises of specific organization(s) we define three main collaboration archetypes for data analysis in cross-organizational context:
• D2A
  – Bringing the data to the analysis
• A2D
  – Bringing the analysis to the data
• D&A2L
  – Bringing the data and the analysis to a third trusted location, the lake, and perform over there the analysis.

V. GENERAL CO-ARCH METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION

As stated in the introduction the main goal of this paper is: provide a methodology to reach suitable possible collaboration IT-architectures for data-driven analysis in cross-organizational context, when the analytical party is not necessarily the same as the data party(ies).

This section introduces a generic methodology to come to such a list of possible IT architectures in a multiparty collaboration environment.

A. Hourglass Approach

The approach to our methodology can be modelled as a hourglass (see Fig. 2 below): starting from many business collaboration options drill down to a couple of acceptable collaboration compositions. Each of these compositions will result in one or more blueprint IT architectures, finally converting into a list of suitable collaboration IT architectures.

At the top of the hourglass are the business needs and constraints and restrictions of each party, participating in the collaboration. In a number of steps they are converted into a limited set of workable collaboration data analysis compositions, which are called the Acceptable compositions. Along the way the continuous checking of all kinds of limitations, such as trust, disposition and volume is taking place. An impact analysis approach is used to validate each collaboration composition, and it should result in a set of acceptable compositions. For each of the acceptable compositions one or more suitable collaboration IT architectures can be chosen, using a predefined set of blueprint IT architectures.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the generic concept of going through the data-driven analysis hourglass. The methodological approach which is generally described herebefore, consists of going through the hourglass from top to bottom. At every hourglass level the user starts with checking issues relevant for this layer and defining the possible strategies to solve them. By choosing the specific strategy at upper level would influence the possible solutions underneath by restricting the specific choices.

The hourglass can be separated into two pyramids with different layers as it is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The upper pyramid contains the convergent layers that allow the organizations start with their wide and vague business goals, formulate them stricter and stricter, till making the choices between the Acceptable Compositions (i.e. the collaboration archetypes D2A, A2D, D&A2L). That decision is a convergence point for the high-level decisions based on business goals. Starting from that convergence point (the Acceptable compositions), the suitable technical choices should be made. That is the aim of the pyramid underneath.

In the next sections we describe our methodology on more details for upper pyramid to reach Acceptable compositions, and underneath pyramid to reach the overview of suitable collaboration IT architectures.
B. Convergent Layers: Steps to Reach Acceptable Compositions

The “case analysis”-step at the start of the whole process helps to identify the business needs of all participant data and analysis parties, and the limitations and restrictions per party. This step also formulates the end-goal for the collaboration between all involved parties. Starting from business needs the limitations, restrictions and wishes of every participating organization will be addressed to learn the current situation for specific use-case. It will help afterwards to achieve an agreement between all involved parties.

Studying of all possible collaboration opportunities for the specific use-case and understanding their limitations helps to extract the explicit list of the possible organizational compositions between data parties and analysis parties to achieve the desired common goal of analysis.

Hereinafter we provide a formalized description of every convergent layer from the pyramid above to reach the definitive decision on Acceptable compositions, with associated processes that should take place to resolve the problem statement of that layer.

- Business analysis needs and constraints

This layer provides an explicit description and formalization of the goal to achieve, the parties involved, and formulating the restrictions from every involved party.

Associated processes:
- Deciding on resulting information for achieving the business goals;
- Creating an overview of:
  - Involved parties;
  - Datasets and which party is the owner;
  - Analysis needs of each party;
  - Limitations and restrictions (on data and/or analysis) from every involved party.

The resulting information description should contain at least:
- the sharp definition of the goal and end result coming from data-driven analysis,
- goal limitations coming from business rules,
- requirements on accuracy of end result, security, and time deadline(s) for the analysis process,
- providing an overview of all suitable data attributes that are needed for the analysis.

- Possible compositions

This layer provides an overview of suitable compositions for collaboration between different organizations.

Associated Processes (in Mentioned Order):
- Trust:
  investigate which collaboration forms are acceptable from the point of view of Trust between the participant parties.
- Disposition:
  investigate mismatch between data arrangement over organizations versus data arrangement needs of the analysis.
- Impact:
  Verify if the analyses can deal with the collaboration architectures under investigation.

The central aspect of concluding the agreements is Trust. Some organizations would not mind on allowing others to use their data and/or make a copy of it. Other organizations are very protective on their datasets and want to limit the access to their data only for very specific purposes and even only to the trusted third parties. Some organizations allow you to look at the source code of their analysis, others do not allow you to know all the details. Therefore, there are quite many different choices on collaborating on data analysis compositions.

The involved organizations should evaluate the current situation from Trust perspective, and formulate the possible options for collaboration. The formulation process may be accessed in two different ways:

- The organizations reach the agreement on Trust on “one-to-one” level. That means that one specific organization would look to every other collaborating organization separately, and define the possible options per organization.
- The organizations together look on all possible variations of collaborations (Data travels to Analysis, Analysis travels to Data, Data and Analysis travel to common Data Lake), decide which level of Trust is needed from their perspective, and check whether resulting level of Trust is possible to reach on different variations of collaboration. On basis of the check results, the decision on common possible collaboration range is taken.

After tackling Trust issue, there is another point of attention to tackle: the data Disposition in respect to analysis. The data sources from different organizations can be structured in completely different manner, even for the same sort of data. Since every data owning organization has own business and analysis goals for that data, the data source is tuned to specific data requests to meet the needs of the analysis within data owner organization. However, when there is a need to combine the data sources from different organizations, one can expect completely different data schemas, its internal structuring and different levels of API to request the data from very simple web form till the automated complex requests.

From the other side, the analysis models have also their own expectations on input data arrangement and structuring. And the situations where the data structuring from different data sources do not meet the expectations of the analysis model on input are not rare. For instance, when from the
Trust perspective the analysis has to travel to the data, most distributed analysis algorithms require that the data is distributed over the data parties along the object-axis and not along the parameter-axis. For a healthcare case this is often true (see Fig. 4); each hospital can train a model using all the parameters of their patients. Models of different hospitals can then be combined into a single model.

But for a dairy case this is far more difficult (see Fig. 5) because the data of a single cow is distributed over several companies. The milk machine manufacturer has all the milk parameters of all the cows of all his clients, the cow-scale manufacturer has all the weight parameters of all the cows of their clients.

Data distribution along parameter-axis is very difficult for algorithms to deal with.

If such mismatch exists, the analysis is not possible to run against the available data sources until the expectations of analysis are fulfilled. Therefore, immediately after Trust issues and choice of Possible collaborations the Impact of Disposition check should be performed.

If the both Trust and Disposition examinations are successfully passed through, it is time to perform a validation on Impact to make sure that the remaining options coming from Trust collaboration forms and Disposition solutions do still provide a valid basis to fulfil the analysis and reach the requested business goal.

Starting from the analysis needs on data and requirements on timeliness, it should be continued with the evaluation of volume parameters, and resume with the mapping of analysis needs to the results from volume evaluation.

The analysis needs often include specific requirements on the quantity of data as an input and on data quality for the reason of required accuracy, or/and timeliness-related requirements. Some examples of data quantity / volume limitations from analysis needs are:

- the requirements on data to be provided from at least so-and-so many different data sources;
- requirement for every available data source to provide at least so-and-so many data records;
- the requirements on historical data to be provided for the time period of at least, for example, 5 years, etc.

If at least one data source does not meet the given requirements, the analysis could not be performed with the requested level of accuracy, or in time. Then it may not be run at all, or the business goals should be adapted to the current situation. Such requirements are taken from Data Scientists who write the algorithm or a model, and know all needs of algorithm.

There are different costs associated with the analysis performed on basis of data from different organizations. In order to reach correct decision such costs should be addressed. Regarding costs could include:

- The cost of the resources for analysis to process data;
- The costs to access data;
- The costs to transfer data and/or analysis to different location through network, etc.

At the end of the “Impact analysis”-step, the mapping between decisions on related costs and analysis needs should be created. On basis of that mapping the Accepted collaboration compositions are chosen at Convergence point.

C. Convergence Point: Acceptable Compositions

The convergence point provides an overview of remaining suitable options for collaboration between the organizations.

Associated processes:

- Formulating Zero or more Acceptable data-analysis compositions

All the steps described above lead to a limited set of workable collaboration data analysis compositions, which are called the Acceptable compositions. After the continuous checking of business needs, goal formulating, assessing all kinds of limitations, such as Trust, Disposition and Impact the convergent decision on collaboration is taking place. All the checks are used to validate each collaboration composition, and it should result in a set of acceptable compositions.

The acceptable composition represents a specific combination based on the three possible ways of collaboration:

- **D2A (Data2Analysis)**
  all data required to perform the analysis, travels to the analysis party where the analysis is performed. Typically it means that data from every data party is queried and transferred to the analysis executing environment.

- **A2D (Analysis2Data)**
  data could not be copied and/or transferred to the location of analysis, and therefore, the analysis should be performed on the premises of data parties. It can take different forms:
  - The analysis model is sent to every data source in parallel, and then the results are merged by the analysis party;
  - The analysis runs on the premises of first data party, and with that results travels to the premises of the second data party, etc., until it has run on the premises of all data parties and achieved all needed goals. The result is then sent to the analysis party.

- **D&A2L (Data&Analysis2Lake)**
  The common data-analysis lake is created on the premises of specified Trusted Third Party (to which every data and analysis party have the highest level of trust), and both the analysis and data from all involved organizations are copied to the Lake. All the operations to reach to goal then are performed within that Lake.

It may happen that after the Trust, Disposition or Impact the remaining options for collaboration forms are reduced to zero. That means that the analysis cannot be performed, given the constraint by the different organizations. It results in the
process where the evaluation should return to the upper levels of convergent pyramid, and the organizations should relax some constraints and limitations, or increase the trust level in other organizations.

D. Divergent Layers

Afterwards the technical limitations on volume of data, frequency of analysis, etc. will lead the user to specific range of technical blueprints. In the end, after going through all levels, the user receives the resulting suitable technical architectural blueprints, suitable for the current situation for that user.

We continue with the description of the divergence layers and the processes and decisions associated with every layer from the convergence point to the pyramid underneath to reach the definitive decision on every layer.

- **Technical blueprints**
  Represent the mapping of the acceptable collaboration compositions to the possible technical blueprints.
  - Associated processes
    Map each collaboration data analyses compositions onto one or more technical blueprint solutions.
  - **Suitable collaboration IT architectures**
    Mapping of technical blueprints to suitable technical architecture choices.
  - Associated processes
    Map each technical blueprint solution into one or more suitable collaboration IT architectures.

To reach the technical blueprints the following specific ordering of different steps should be established. At first, one should look into every Acceptable composition, and look at the available technical blueprints, connected to that composition. Every blueprint has specific established goals, limitations and constraints. The methodology follower should decide which blueprint provides the most suitable and (sub)optimized way to reach the goal of follower.

When the blueprint is chosen, the limitations and constraints should be addressed carefully in order to evaluate the current actual situation. Sometimes the constraints could be relaxed in the case of less-demanding requirements. Sometimes extra constraints should be added in order to completely fit the actual situation.

VI. EVALUATION THROUGH USE-CASES

The proposed methodology was elaborated as a part of the TKI Jongvee project [12], where one of the main problem statements of the project is the analysis of data on calves from Dutch farmers in order to advise farmers on feeding the calves. The calf related data of the farmers is located at different parties. The partners in the project have confirmed that the problem of analysis of data from different farms exists, and that this methodology has helped to discuss and take the decisions on data exchange and its analysis. The issue of disposition of data regarding the needs of analysis is acknowledged to be one of the main matters while analyzing data coming from different organizations.

Dutch NWA Startimpuls programma VWData [13] is dedicated to the elaboration of the controlled and responsible access and usage of Big Data. This methodology was presented to the partners within this program. They have gone through the presented steps for their 7 use-cases, and confirmed that this methodology works and useful in choosing the suitable Access Compositions, and afterwards in choosing the technical blueprints for their use-cases. The use-cases for VWData program came from the health sector, telecom infrastructure monitoring, and social media bias analysis. Therefore, we can make the first conclusion that this methodology is quite generic and can be applied for cross-organizational data analysis in different domains.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we propose a new methodology called CO-ARCH to evaluate any specific use-case when data-driven analysis in cross-organizational context is involved. This methodology provides elaboration steps in specific order to be able to come from business needs for data analysis to suitable technical software architectures in design phase of collaborative data analysis.

Unfortunately, the existing tools and platforms cannot fully support cross-organizational data analysis since different data distributions and different organizational restrictions on access to data or analysis model make the analysis much more complex.

We have elaborated this methodology within the Dutch TKI Jongvee project for the agricultural sector. Afterwards we also have checked on how it works in different domains through Dutch National project VWData. We have received the confirmation that the methodology contains all necessary steps to be able to organize and perform the data analysis in cross-organizational context.

During the development of CO-ARCH it was a surprising fact for us that we can organize all different options for data and analysis exchange to only three main Collaboration archetypes which cover all options. We have learned that Trust plays a huge role in the organization of data analysis between different organizations, and it starts the most difficult discussions between the partners. Therefore, dealing with Trust has received the most central role in our methodology. In the process of performing data analysis it has become evident that the disposition of data regarding the needs of analysis is one of the central problems while the analysis is being performed. The fact that data is not available in the form the analysis expects it, has brought a big impact on analysis model, and has started many discussions on how to deal with such different types of data and its representation. The understanding of costs to access and transfer to data/analysis has become much more deeper. It has influenced our recognition of being able to reconsider at the layers above because of the technical limitations (for example, the need to choose another model for Trust because data is just too big to transfer to analysis premises).

We consider the main achievement of this methodology the clear separations of business analysis/data needs and requirements on it from technological specifications of architectural solutions. In convergent layers of hourglass the users can firstly concentrate on business needs and requirements until they come to convergence point. Afterwards the users can elaborate the technical architectural blueprints and come to specific suitable technological stacks, already knowing that they have the remaining Acceptable.
Compositions defined.

Our future work includes the elaboration on every step of the presented methodology to demonstrate in details how to tackle the relevant issues at every hourglass layer.
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